TILLAMOOK COUNTY REFERENCE
N.W. 25, SEC. 23 24
COR. 2 26 25 T. 2N R. 10
S. E. 23

HISTORICAL: GLO 2N10 P970 1873 SET POST
MAPS
A-961
A-1208

CONDITION: GOOD
FINDS: 1" I.P. WITH PLUG & NAIL, A-1208
12" SPRUCE N. 30 W. 100' NWC. GLO P970
10" FIR S. 66 W. 140' WVC. GLO P970
5" HEMLOCK S. 50 W. 170' WVC. GLO P970
4" CEDAR N. 61 W. 150' EVC. GLO P970
FD. SCRIBED MARKS, UNRECORDED
FD. SCRIBED MARKS, UNRECORDED

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILE & CEMENT
@ POSITION OF FD. 1" I.P. WITH PLUG & NAIL
* 5' FENCE POST, NORTH, 15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:
* 6" FIR N. 17 W. 3145', 523 BT CS
* 8" SPRUCE N. 70 W. 2311', 524 BT CS

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 350' WLY
OF A DEAD END LOGGING ROAD IN THE CUT OF THE OLD
BARNESDALE ROAD WHICH IS NOW GROWN OVER.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR DAN McALY

DATE: 10-4-79

PHOTO:

* = County corner tag affixed.